
 

Economists forecast stable growth pending a
fiscal cliff resolution

December 14 2012, by Peggy Binette

  
 

  

South Carolinians can expect more stable growth across a broader array
of industries in 2013 if Washington strikes a deal and averts the fiscal
cliff, say University of South Carolina economists. The growth would
mean more jobs and greater income for the state's residents.

That was welcome news for the nearly 250 business and government
leaders who attended the Darla Moore School of Business' 32nd Annual
Economic Outlook Conference Wednesday (Dec. 12) at the University
of South Carolina.
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Job creation – the most important measure of economic progress in
South Carolina – is expected to grow 1.2 percent in 2013, according to
forecasts presented by Doug Woodward and Joseph Von Nessen,
economists in the Moore School's Division of Research. Last year they
predicted employment growth of 2 percent, which came very close to
South Carolina's performance of a 1.8 percent increase based on a
comparison of October 2011 and 2012 employment figures.

Presentation: Von Nessen Presentation: Woodward

Von Nessen, who said the Palmetto State has seen steady growth in
2012, will see growth in the coming year from industries that extend
beyond manufacturing.

"Though manufacturing has largely been responsible for South
Carolina's economic recovery, we've started to see other industries
expand this year, and we expect more diverse growth in 2013," Von
Nessen said.

Gains are expected in transportation and warehousing, health care,
education and even construction, an industry that has been hard hit
during the recession.

"Residential construction turned a corner in 2012," Von Nessen said.
"Sales activity is up and house prices are rising again, which suggests a
better year for housing ahead." Von Nessen expects construction to
increase throughout 2013 and anticipates industry job growth for the
first time since 2008.

However, he said the nation and state are at a precipice, facing
prosperity or peril depending on the actions of Congress.

The demand is there, but the resolution of the fiscal cliff is a major
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piece of the puzzle that remains," Von Nessen said. "We don't know
what the resolution will be, but we definitely will feel the effects in
South Carolina of any increases in marginal tax rates, payroll taxes or
reductions in federal funding to our state through various measures such
as military sequestration or the elimination of extended unemployment
benefits.

John Connaughton, an economist at UNC Charlotte, said he expects
Washington to strike a deal before Jan. 1, and expects very slow growth
to result in the Carolinas.

We are going over a 'fiscal cliff' on Jan. 1, 2013. The only question is
how severe," said Connaughton, Babson Capital Professor of Financial
Economics. "If Congress and the president don't reach a deal by Jan. 1,
the consequences could be quite bad and the U.S. economy would enter
into a mild recession during the first half of the year. Unemployment,
nationally, could reach 9 percent by the fall of 2013.

If Congress and the president do reach a deal, the most likely scenario is
that the combined tax increases and spending cuts will be enough to slow
the economy to a 1 percent or less growth rate during 2013. There is no
good economic outcome to these talks. 2013 will be a year where we pay
for our borrow-and-spend past," he said.

Presentation: Connaughton

Von Nessen addressed South Carolina's current unemployment rate of
8.6 percent, which hovers at 12th highest in the nation. He told EOC
attendees that projected job gains in 2013 should continue to bring the
rate down and that much of the job creation will come from temporary
hiring and contract labor.

"If workers are regularly going on and off payrolls as they take various
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temporary positions, we're going to see higher fluctuations in month-to-
month employment changes and the unemployment rate," Von Nessen
said.

In addition to the economic forecast, the annual conference focused on
the role of entrepreneurism and business startups.

"Firms with less than 20 people have accounted for about one quarter of
total employment in South Carolina but over half of the job growth in
the state. There is no question that our ability to support new ventures in
South Carolina will be a key driver in our economic growth," said Dirk
Brown, executive director of the Faber Center for Entrepreneurship at
the Moore School. "

Brown was one of four participants on a panel that discussed innovation
and entrepreneurial activity in South Carolina. He was joined by Ed
Sellers, board chairman of BlueCross and Blue Shield of South Carolina;
William D. Kirkland, entrepreneur-in-residence at the USC/Columbia
Technology Incubator; and Bill Mahoney,CEO at the South Carolina
Research Authority.

Presentation: Kirkland

The group addressed the state's economic climate in 2013 and how the
fiscal situation in Washington may affect startups in South Carolina.
They also discussed emerging clusters of innovation and startup
businesses, markets in the state that have the best chance to become
leaders, what startups must do to gain access to capital and the need for a
technology-oriented workforce.

Jonathan Zucker, president of InterTech Group, a North Charleston-
based manufacturing firm that specializes in chemicals, textiles and
other products worldwide, discussed Israel's success in creating an
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"innovation economy" with startup businesses playing a prominent role
and what that means for South Carolina.

Presentation: Zucker
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